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Dated 3 Dhî 'l-Qa'da 797 (20 August 1395).
Brockelmann i. 303, Suppl. i. 532.

3141

[A treatise on the variant readings of the Qur'ân.]
Foll. 439. 24/9 x 17/2 cm. Neat naskh.
Undated, 10/16th century.
Brockelmann ii. 201, Suppl. ii. 274.
* This copy contains a transcription of the author's ijâza to his sons.

3142

SHARÂH MUKHTASAR AL-MUNTAHÂ, by 'Aḍud al-Dîn 'Abd al-Râḥmân b. Aḥmad AL-ĪJÎ al-Ṣiddîqî al-Shîrâzî (d. 756/1355). [A commentary, also called al-'Aḍudîyyâ, on the epitome, by IBN AL-ḤÂJÎJÎ (d. 646/1248), of his own Muntaḥâ 'l-su'ûl wa'l-'amal, a treatise on Mâlikî jurisprudence.]
Foll. 270. 18/6 x 13/8 cm. Clear naskh.
Undated, 8/14th century.
Brockelmann i. 306, Suppl. i. 537.
* Foll. 1a contains an ownership entry by Aḥmad b. 'Ali al-Ṭârâbûlusi al-Manînî (d. 1172/1759).

3143

TAFSÎR AL-QUR'ÂN, by 'Imâd al-Dîn Abu 'l-Fidâ' Ismâ'il b. 'Umar b. KÂTHIR al-Qurâshî al-Bûravî al-Shâfi'i (d. 774/1373). [Part of an extensive commentary on the Qur'ân.]
Foll. 229. 26/7 x 19/2 cm. Clear naskh.
Undated, 9/15th century.
Brockelmann ii. 49, Suppl. ii. 49.

3144

[Part of a commentary on the third book of al-Qânûn fi 'l-tibb, the medical encyclopaedia of IBN SÎNA (d. 428/1037), based upon al-Tâyîh al-maknûn fi tanqîh al-Qânûn of Hibat Allâh B. JUMAI' al-Isrâ'îlî (d. 594/1198).]
Foll. 152. 31/5 x 22/5 cm. Clear naskh.
Undated, 8/14th century.
Brockelmann i. 458, Suppl. i. 826.

3145

AL-FÂTâWÂ AL-TÂTÂRKHÂNİYÂ, by 'ALÎM b. 'Alî al-Dîn al-Ḥanafi (d. ca. 752/1351).
[The fourth volume of a large collection of Ḥanafi legal decisions.]
Foll. 328. 27/1 x 18/4 cm. Cursive naskh.
Undated, 9/15th century.
For an epitome by Burhân al-Dîn Ibrâhîm b. Muḥammad b. Ibrâhîm al-Ḥalabî, see Brockelmann ii. 432, Suppl. ii. 643.
No other copy appears to be recorded.

B 670
3146

[A discussion of some points of Arabic syntax.]
Foll. 130. 27·5 × 18·5 cm. Clear naskh.
Undated, 9/15th century.
No other copy appears to be recorded.
* This copy appears to be transcribed from the author's autograph.

3147

[The first volume of a commentary on his own al-Nubdhat al-zakīyya fi ’l-qawā’id al-‘aṣāfiyya, a metrical treatise on Shāfī‘ī jurisprudence.]
Foll. 234. 27 × 18·4 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Undated, 9/5th century.
Brockelmann ii. 96, Suppl. i. 113.

3148

MINHĀJ AL-MUHADDITHĪN, by Muḥyī al-Dīn AL-NAWAWĪ (d. 676/1278).
[The fourth part of the commentary, also known as al-Minhāj fi sharh Muslim ibn al-Ḥajjāj, on MUSLIM's collection of Traditions; see No. 3135.]
Foll. 249. 27·3 × 17·8 cm. Clear naskh.
Dated 20 Ṣuḥāra 841 (24 July 1437).

3149

[An epitome of al-Taqṣīb wal-‘idāh, glosses by Zain al-Dīn AL-ĪRĀQĪ (d. 806/1404) on the Ma‘rifat anwa‘ ulum al-ḥadīth, a treatise on the science of Traditions by Taqī al-Dīn Abū Amr ‘Uthmān b. 'Abd al-Rahmān b. Mūsā B. AL-SALĀH al-Shahrāzūrī (d. 643/1243).]
Foll. 72. 18 × 13·7 cm. Scholar's rather cursive naskh.
AUTOPHAGH.
Dated 16 Shā'bān 843 (22 January 1440).
For al-Taqṣīb wal-‘idāh, see Brockelmann ii. 66, Suppl. i. 611.
No other copy appears to be recorded.

3150

[A harmony of Greek medicine with the prescriptions of the Traditions.]
Foll. 217. 24 × 15·2 cm. Clear naskh.
Dated 21 Ramaḍān 846 (23 January 1443).
Brockelmann ii. 162, Suppl. ii. 204.

3151

[Fragment of several historical and biographical works], by Taqī al-Dīn Abū Bakr b. Ahmad b. Muḥammad b. 'Umar B. QĀDI SHUHBA al-Asadī al-Dimashqī al-Shāfī‘ī (d. 851/1448).
3152


[A commentary on the Ghāyat al-ikhtisār (also called al-Taqrīb fī l-īqṭī), a compendium of Shāfīʿī jurisprudence by Abū Shujaʿī Ḍḥmad b. al-Ḥasan b. Ḍḥmad al-Īṣṭahānī (d. 593/1196).]
Foll. 176. 27.3 × 18 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Copyist, Ṭhānim b. Muḥammad al-Bāʿī al-Ḥanafī.
Dated Shuwaṭ 855 (November 1451).
Brockelmann i. 392, Suppl. i. 677.

3153

(1) MINHĀJ AL-ṬĀLĪBĪN, by Muḥyī al-Dīn AL-NAWAṬĪ (d. 676/1278).

[A well-known manual of Shāfīʿī jurisprudence; foll. 1–259.]
Brockelmann i. 395, Suppl. i. 686.

(2) AL-DĀQAṬIQ, by Muḥyī al-Dīn AL-NAWAṬĪ.

[Glosses on the foregoing work; foll. 260–75.]
Brockelmann i. 396, Suppl. i. 682.

Foll. 275. 26.8 × 17.7 cm. Excellent naskh.
Copyist, Ṭhānim b. Ḍḥsan al-Ḥaithamī (d. 882/1477).
Dated 23 Ṭhānī 1857 (3 April 1453).

3154

AL-FAWĀʾID AL-SANĪYA Fī SHARḤ AL-ALFIṬA, by AL-BĪRMAṬI (d. 831/1427).

[The second volume of the commentary on his own al-Nubdhat al-akīya; see No. 3147.]
Foll. 259. 27.4 × 18.5 cm. Clear naskh.
Copyist, Ṭḥānim b. Muḥammad b. Ḍḥsan.
Dated 869 (1464).

3155

RAQĀṬIQ AL-SIHR WA-ḤADDĀṬIQ AL-SHṬR, by Ṭḥānim B. AL-BĀʿĪNĪ (d. 11/17th century).

[An anthology of Arabic poetry.]
Foll. 257. 19.8 × 12 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.

AUTOPHRAGM.

Undated, 11/17th century.

No other copy appears to be recorded.

3156

AL-ÂLĪ AL-FARIDA Fī SHARḤ AL-QĀṢIDA, by Jamāl al-Dīn Abū ʿAbd Allāh Muḥammad b. Ḍḥsan b. Muḥammad al-ṬāṬĪ (d. 636/1238 or 637/1274).

[The second half of a commentary on the Ḍhrī al-amānī wa-awgāb al-tanāmī, a well-known metrical treatise on the variant readings of the Qurʾān by Abū Ḍḥmūd al-Qāṣīm b. Fīrūr b. Khalaf al-Rūʿānī al-Shāṭibī (d. 590/1194).]
Foll. 285. 26.8 × 18.3 cm.
Copyist, Abū al-Rāḥmān al-Fūwī.
Dated 29 Jumādā I 879 (11 October 1474).
Brockelmann i. 409, Suppl. i. 725.
[A commentary on the 'Jam' al-jawāmi', a well-known treatise on Shāfī'ī jurisprudence by Tūj al-Dīn AL-SUBKI (d. 771/1370).]
Foll. 174. 27·3 x 18·5 cm. Scholar's cursive naskh.

AUTOGRAFH.
Dated, at Damascus, 25 Shauwāl 896 (31 August 1491).
For other commentaries see Brockelmann ii. 89, Suppl. ii. 105.
No other copy appears to be recorded.

3158

(1) QASIDA FI 'L-RAMY', by Ḥusain b. 'Abd al-Rahmān b. Muhammad AL-YŪNĪ (767/1278).
[A poem on archery, followed by a commentary on the same; foll. 1-62.]
Brockelmann, Suppl. i. 905.

(2) AL-IFĀDA LI-AHL AL-SAʿĀDA, by 'All b. Qāsim AL-SA'DĪ al-Ḥalabī (9/15th century).
[A treatise on archery, composed for Jānām b. 'Abd Allāh al-Ashrafī al-Sa‘īfī Jān-bak al-Dawdālār (d. 888/1483); foll. 63-79a.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.

(3) SHARH NAẓM ŠĀLIḤ AL-SHĀGHURI, by 'Abd al-Rahmān b. Aḥmad AL-TABARI (7/13th century).
[A commentary on a short poem on archery by Šāliḥ AL-SHĀGHURI; foll. 79b-83.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.

3159

(1) SHARH AL-ARBA'IN ḤADITH, by Abu 'l-Ḥasan 'Ali b. Māimūn b. 'Abd Bakr AL-IDRIṢĪ al-Maghribī al-Andalusi (d. 917/1511).
[A commentary on 40 select Traditions; foll. 1-33a.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.

(2) AL-RISĀLAṬ AL-MĀIMŪNĪYAH FI TAUḤĪD AL-AJURRŪMĪYAH, by AL-IDRIṢĪ.
[A mystical interpretation of al-Muqaddamat al-Ājurrūmīya, a well-known Arabic grammar by Abū 'Abd Allāh Muhammad b. Dāwūd B. ĀJURRŪM al-Ṣanḥājī (d. 723/1323); foll. 33b-84a.]
Brockelmann ii. 124.

(3) AL-AMR AL-MAḤTŪM 'ALĀ HĀDHIH AL-UMMA FĪ ḤAQQ AR-BĀʿAT AL-AʿĪMA, by AL-IDRIṢĪ.
[On following the example and teaching of whichever of the four founders of the orthodox schools of Islamic jurisprudence one elects to adopt; foll. 84b-97a.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.

(4) MA'RĀḤIB AL-RĀḤMĀN FĪ KASHF 'AURĀT AL-SHAI'TAN, by AL-IDRIṢĪ.
[A monitory tract on the sins of the spirit; foll. 97b-103b.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.

(5) RISĀLAṬ AL-IKHWĀN MIN AḤL AL-FIQH WA-HAMALAT AL-QUR'ĀN, by AL-IDRIṢĪ.
[A mystical treatise on right conduct; foll. 103b-148.]
Brockelmann ii. 124.
Foll. 149. 26 x 18·1 cm. Clear naskh. Undated, 10/16th century.
the numeration of the verses, sūras, words, letters, and dots of the Qurʾān. This is again followed (foll. 22a–30) by an anonymous Ayyāz al-Qurʾān, dividing the Qurʾān into 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 28, 30, and 150 parts.

(3) Ayyāz Thalāthāmata wa-Sittín, by Abū Uthmān 'Amr b. 'Ubaid al-Baṣrī (d. 145/762).

[A division of the Qurʾān into 360 parts; foll. 31–40a².]

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(4) 'Adād Ay al-Qurʾān.

[An elaborate anonymous treatise on the numeration by various authorities of the verses, words, and letters in the Qurʾān; foll. 40a²–146.]

No other copy appears to be recorded.

Foll. 146. 33'8 x 24'2 cm. Excellent naskh.

Undated, 7th/13th century.

3166 (i, ii)


[A commentary on al-Ziyādāt of AL-Shābānī (d. 189/804), for which see No. 3018.]

Foll. 323a, 324a. 22'2 x 15'2 cm. Clear scholar’s unpointed naskh.

Dated 26 Shawwāl 666 (10 July 1268) and 27 Jumādā II 667 (3 March 1269).

Brockelmann i. 172, Suppl. i. 289.

3167


[The last quarter of the celebrated biography of the Prophet Muhammad.]
3168


[A treatise on Divine Love and the mystic way; foll. 1-64.]

Dated, at Cairo, 5 Rajab 687 (5 August 1288); transcribed from the author's autograph.

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(2) **KHAWĀSS AL-ḤURUF WA-ḤAQĀTIQUHĀ WA-UṢŪ- LUHĀ, by Abū 'Abd Allāh AL-JILĪ.**

[A treatise on the esoteric meaning of the letters prefixed to certain sūras of the Qur'ān; foll. 65-83b.]

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(3) **RISĀLA FI 'L-ḤURUF**, by Sahl b. 'Abd Allāh AL-TUS- TARI (d. 273/886 or 283/896).

[A tract on the same subject; foll. 83b-87.]

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(4) **RISĀLAT AL-ẒĪBĀR**, by Abū 'Abd Allāh AL-JILĪ.

[A tract on the evidences of a higher order present in the lower order; foll. 88-95.]

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(5) **AL-LUM'ĀT AL-NURĀNIYĀ**, by Muḥyī al-Dīn Abū 'l-'Abbās Aḥmad b. 'Alī al-Qurashi AL-BÜNṬ (d. 622/1225).

[Prayers for various times; foll. 96-125.]

Dated 2 Jumādā II 686 (15 July 1287).

Brockelmann i. 497, Suppl. i. 910.

3169


[The concluding volume of a commentary on the *Nahj al-balāgha*, sayings attributed to 'Alī b. Aḥbāb and compiled by AL-SHARĪF AL-MURTADA (d. 436/1044).]

Foll. 183. 24.7 × 16.5 cm. Scholar's naskh.

**Autograph.**

Dated 6 Ramaḍān 677 (21 January 1279).

Brockelmann, Suppl. i. 705.

3170


[The first section of the *Dīwān* or collected poems.]
Foll. 63. 16·1 × 12 cm. Good naskh.
Dated, at Maragha, Muḥarram 689 (February 1290).
Brockelmann i. 253, Suppl. i. 447.

3171
SHARH MULHAT AL-IRĀB, by Jamāl al-Dīn Muḥammand b.
[A commentary on the Mulhat al-irāb, a compendium of Arabic
grammar by al-Qāsim b. 'Ali AL-ḤARĪRĪ (d. 516/1122).]
Foll. 47. 18·5 × 13·3 cm. Scholar's naskh.
Copyist, Maḥmūd b. Muḥammand b. Sulaimān.
Dated 16 Jumādā II 696 (11 April 1297).
Brockelmann i. 277, Suppl. i. 488.

3172
AL-TAṢRĪF LI-MAN 'Ajīza 'an AL-TA'LĪF, by Abu 'l-Qāsim Khala'f b. al-Abbās AL-ZAHRĀWĪ (d. ca. 404/1013).
[Part of a treatise on medicine and surgery.]
Foll. 278. 17·7 × 12·7 cm. Clear naskh.
Undated, 7/13th century.
Brockelmann i. 239, Suppl. i. 425.

3173
SHARH AL-QUSTĀS, by Shams al-Dīn Muḥammand b. Ashraf
al-Ḥusainī AL-SAMARQANDĪ (d. ca. 690/1291).
[A commentary on his own al-Qustās fi 'l-manṭiq, a manual of
logic.]
Foll. 122. 23·8 × 16·7 cm. Scholar's naskh.
Undated, 8/14th century.
Brockelmann i. 468, Suppl. i. 850.

3174
ḤILYAT AL-AULIYĀ WA-TABAQĀT AL-ĀṢFIYĀ, by
AL-ĪṢFAHĀNĪ (d. 430/1038).
[A volume of the well-known biographies of Muslim saints and
mystics.]
Foll. 233. 22·8 × 16·7 cm. Fine naskh.
Undated, 7/13th century.
Brockelmann i. 362, Suppl. i. 617.

3175
AL-TIBYĀN FI ṮRĀB AL-QUR'ĀN, by Muḥibb al-Dīn
Abū 'l-Baqā' 'Abd Allāh b. al-Ḥusain AL-UKBARĪ al-Ḥanbalī
(d. 616/1219).
[A grammatical analysis of selected passages from the Qur'ān.]
Foll. 227. 27·3 × 18·8 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Undated, 7/13th century.
Brockelmann i. 282, Suppl. i. 496.

3176
RISĀLA FI 'AMAL AL-ʿALĀT AL-RAṢĀDIYA, by Mu'ayyid
al-Dīn AL-URDĪ al-Dimashqī (d. 685/1241).
[A treatise on the instruments used in astronomical observation,
also known as Risāla fi kaftīyat al-arṣād.]
Foll. 24. 17·2 × 12·5 cm. Clear tāʾlīq; diagrams.
Undated, 7/13th century.
Brockelmann, Suppl. i. 870.
3177

AL-ŶĀMI AL-ŠĀHĪH, by AL-BUKHĀRĪ (d. 256/870).
[The ninth and tenth parts of the celebrated canonical collection
of Traditions; see No. 3080.]
Foll. 242. 27-9 x 18-8 cm. Excellent naskh.
Copyist, al-Ḥasan b. Ṭayyāb b. Yūsuf b. Ṭayyāb al-Īrāqī.
Dated 17 Ramaḍān 840 (25 March 1437).
Brockelmann i. 158, Suppl. i. 261.

3178

AL-TANBIH FI L-FIQH, by AL-SHIRĀZĪ (d. 476/1083).
[A well-known treatise on Shāfi’ī jurisprudence; see No. 3072.]
Foll. 145. 25-7 x 19-4 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Dated 6 Rabī’ II 708 (23 September 1308).

3179

IBRĀZ AL-MA’ĀNI MIN HIRZ AL-AMĀNĪ, by Shihāb al-
Ibrāhīm al-Maqdisī al-Shāfi’ī (d. 665/1266).
[A commentary on the Ḥirz al-amānī, by AL-SHĀTIBĪ (d. 590/1194),
a versification of al-Tauṣīr fi ‘l-qiṣr’ dīn al-sab’, a treatise on
Qur’ānic variants by Abū ‘Amr ‘Uṯmān b. Sa’īd AL-DĀNĪ al-
Qurṭubī al-Ṣairāfī al-Munīrī (d. 441/1050 or 444/1053).]
Foll. 176. 25-8 x 16-8 cm. Excellent naskh.
Copyist, Sulaimān b. Dāwūd b. Sulaimān b. Ṣāliḥ al-Ḥanafī al-
Mugrī (d. 761/1360).
Dated Sha‘bān 720 (September 1320).
Brockelmann i. 409, Suppl. i. 725.

3180

TAفار AL-QUR’ĀN, by AL-SAMARQANDĪ (d. between
373/983 and 393/1003).
[The last volume of a commentary on the Qur’ān.]
Foll. 167. 26-6 x 19 cm. Clear naskh.
Dated 21 Jumādā II 724 (15 June 1324).
Brockelmann i. 196, Suppl. i. 347.

3181

NATHR AL-FAVĀID WA-NAṢM AL-FARĀID.
[An anonymous anthology of select Qur’ānic passages, Traditions,
sayings of the first four caliphs, Companions and descendants of the
Prophet, and wise observations of kings and their counsellors, com-
piled for one Mahdī al-Dawādār.]
Foll. 79. 30-2 x 20-7 cm. Splendid calligraphic naskh.
Undated, 9/10th century.
No other copy appears to be recorded.
* This is evidently the original presentation copy.

3182

ÂSMA AL-RIYĀL, by Shams al-Dīn Muhammad b. ‘Abd Allāh
al-Khaṭīb AL-TIBRĪZĪ al-‘Umarī (d. 743/1342).
[A biographical dictionary of the Companions and Traditionists
named in his Miskhāt al-maṣābih.]
Foll. 89. 21-4 x 15-4 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
AUTOGRAPH.
Dated 20 Rajab 740 (21 January 1340).
Brockelmann ii. 195, Suppl. ii. 262.
3183
RISĀLA FI 'L-AMAL BI 'L-IṢṬARLAB, by ABU 'L-ṢALT Umaiya b. 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Abī 'l-Ṣalt al-Andalusī (d. 529/1134).
[An account on the astrolab.]
Foll. 57. 17.3 × 13 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Dated 7 Ra‘ī 1747 (28 June 1346).
Brockelmann i. 487.

3184

(1) AL-IMĀM FI ADILLAT AL-AHKĀM, by 'Izz al-Dīn AL-SULAMĪ (d. 660/1262).
[An account of the duties imposed by the Qur'ān upon angels, prophets, and believers; foll. 1-35.]
Brockelmann i. 431.

(2) MAQĀSĪD AL-RĪĀYA, by 'Izz al-Dīn AL-SULAMĪ.
[An epitome of al-Rīāya fī-hūqūq Allāh, a treatise on the religious and mystical life by Abū 'Abd Allāh al-Ḥārith b. Asad AL-MUḤĀSIBĪ al-Baṣrī (d. 249/862); foll. 36-80.]
Dated, at Jerusalem, 25 Rajab 1747 (11 November 1346).
Brockelmann i. 196.

(3) AL-DURAR AL-MUNTATHIRA FI 'L-ĀḤĀDĪTH AL-MUSHTAHIRA, by AL-SUYUTĪ (d. 911/1505).
[An abridgement of al-La‘ālī al-manṭhūra fī 'l-āḥādīth al-mashhūra, a dictionary of popular Traditions by Badr al-Dīn Abū 'Abd Allāh Muhammad b. Bahādur b. 'Abd Allāh AL-ZARKASHĪ (d. 794/1392); foll. 81-103.]
Brockelmann ii. 148, Suppl. ii. 185.

3185
[An account of the agreements and differences between the four orthodox law-schools.]
Foll. 78. 21.2 × 14.3 cm. Fine naskh.
Undated, 6/1st century.
Brockelmann i. 409, Suppl. i. 688.

3186
ḤAYĀT AL-HAYAWĀN, by AL-DAMĪRĪ (d. 808/1403).
[The celebrated zoological dictionary; see No. 3115.]
Foll. 284. 25.7 × 17.7 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Undated, 10/16th century.

3187
AL-WĀFI BI 'L-WAFAYĀT, by Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn Abu 'l-Ṣāfa' Khāṭīf b. Aibak AL-ŠAFADĪ (d. 764/1363).
[Part of a well-known biographical dictionary.]
Foll. 148. 24.3 × 17.8 cm. Cursive scholar's naskh.
DESCRIBES OF MANUSCRIPTS

Dated 27 Shawâb 787 (3 October 1385).
Brockelmann ii. 32, Suppl. ii. 28.

3188

[AL-‘ĀMI LI-MADHHAAB AL-NĀ‘IR LIL-ḤAQQ], attr. to AL-SHARĪF AL-MURTADA (d. 436/1044).
[A treatise setting forth the teachings and legal decisions of the Zaidi jurisconsult al-Nā‘ir al-Ḥaq al-Ḥasan b. ‘Ali b. al-Ḥasan AL-ŪTRUSH (d. 304/916).]
Foll. 408. 27.5 x 19.7 cm. Clear Yamani naskh.
Undated, 8/14th century.
No other copy appears to be recorded.
*This copy is heavily glossed.

3189

[An epitome of the Dhikr ma ‘khtalafa fī al-Shafi’i wa-Abū Ḥanifa (or Fi hayān ikhtilaf al-Imâm Abī Ḥanîfa wa-l-Imâm al-Shafi’i), a treatise on points of juridical difference between Abû Ḥanîfa and al-Shafi’i, by Abû Bakr Aḥmad b. al-Ḥusain b. ‘Ali AL-BAIHAQI al-Khusraujirdî (d. 458/1066).]
Foll. 201. 25.4 x 18.5 cm. Clear naskh.
Undated, 8/14th century.
For a copy of al-Baihaqî’s work, see Brockelmann, Suppl. i. 619.
No other copy appears to be recorded.

3190

[Answers to 72 questions on various theological and philological matters; foll. 1-96a15.]
Brockelmann; Suppl. i. 758.

2) ḤIKAYA, by IBN AL-SÎD.
[An anecdote discussing the relationship between philosophy and religious law; foll. 96a16-98a11.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.

3) [AL-MASĀ‘IL], by IBN AL-SÎD.
[Further answers to various philological questions; foll. 98a12-117.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.
Foll. 117. 26 x 17.2 cm. Clear Spanish maghribi.
Undated, 8/14th century.

3191

(i)

[The first and second parts of a commentary on AL-BUKHÂRÎ’s al-‘Târî al-sahîh.]
Foll. 391. 27.3 x 18 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Undated, 8/14th century.
Brockelmann i. 158, Suppl. i. 262.

(ii)

AL-KAWÂKIB AL-DARÂRĪ FI ‘L-SHARH ‘ALÂ ‘L-UKHÂRĪ, by AL-KIRMÂNÎ.
[The fourth (and concluding) volume of the foregoing work.]
3194

KIFÂYAT AL-AKHYÂR FI ḤALL GHÂYAT AL-IKHTI-SÂR, by Taqī al-Dīn AL-ḤIṢNÎ (d. 829/1426).
[A commentary on the Ghâyat al-ikhṭiṣâr of Abû Shuja‘ AL-IṢṭAḤÂNÎ (d. 593/1196); see No. 3152.]
Foll. 299. 25 5/4 x 17 2 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Copyist, Muḥammad b. Muḥammad b. 'Aṭî al-Qadîrî.
Dated, at Hama, 4 Muḥarram 839 (30 July 1433).

3195

BULUGH AL-ÂRÂB FI LAṬÂ‘IF AL-ÎTÂB, by Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-MUQÂRÎ.
[An anecdotal treatise on ethics and religion.]
Foll. 48. 27 x 18.2 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Copyist, Muḥammad b. Akhmad b. ʿAbî Bakr b. Ismā‘îl b. Salîm
b. Qâimat al-Kinânî al-Bîṣârî al-Shâfîî (b. 815/1412).
Undated, 9/15th century.
Brockelmann, Suppl. ii. 901.

3196 (1, ii)

[The second half of a commentary on the Wiqâyat al-riwâya, an epitome, by Burhân al-Dîn Maḥmud b. Abî Bakr b. 'Abî al-Jalîl al-Fârghânî AL-MÂRGHÂNÎ al-Rishtânî, of the Bîdâyat al-muḥtâdî, a compendium of Ḥanafî jurisprudence by his brother Burhân al-Dîn 'Alî (d. 593/1197).]
Foll. 300, 280. 25·9 x 17·9 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh and ta’liq.

**Autograph.**

Dated, at Larinda, Jumâdâ II 850 (September 1446).

Brockelmann, Suppl. i. 647-8.

---

**3197**


[A manual of royal ethics.]

Foll. 114. 26·2 x 18·7 cm. Excellent naskh.

Copyist, Abu ‘l-Durr al-Saifi.

Dated 13 Muḥarram 855 (15 February 1451).

Brockelmann i. 463, Suppl. i. 838-9.

---

**3198**

**MANJIB AL-IMAM AL-SHAFITI**, by FAKHR AL-DIN AL-RAZI (d. 606/1209).

[An apologetic biography of Muḥammad b. Idrīs al-Shafi’i (d. 204/820), founder of the Shafi’i school of jurisprudence.]

Foll. 180. 18·2 x 13·7 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.


Dated 13 Rabi’ II 856 (3 May 1452).

Brockelmann i. 506, Suppl. i. 921.

---

**3199**

(2) **AL-MUKHTAŞAR FI 'ILM AL-ISTIBDĀL**, by AL-KĀ-FIYĀJĪ.

[Another tract on the same subject; foll. 9–16.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.

Foll. 16. 17.7 × 13.3 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Dated 13 Jumādā II 870 (30 January 1466).

---

(3202)


[A treatise on the differences between the four orthodox schools of Islamic jurisprudence; foll. 1–45.]
Dated 18 Rajab 864 (10 May 1456).
Brockelmann i. 175, Suppl. i. 297.

(2) **AL-IHKĀM FI MA'RIFAT AL-AIMĀN WA'L-AHKĀM**, by AL-KĀ-FIYĀJĪ (d. 879/1474).

[A tract on the legal nature of oaths and the penalties for breaking them; foll. 46–56.]
Dated 4 Ramaḍān 866 (2 June 1462).
Brockelmann ii. 115, Suppl. ii. 140.

(3) **IŶĀRAT AL-IQTĀ'**, by Zain al-Dīn Abu 'l-Faḍl al-Qāsim b. ‘Abd Allāh b. QUṬLŪBUGHĀ al-Ḥanafī al-Sūdūnī (d. 879/1474).

[A discussion of the legality of letting out land and property held in fief; foll. 58–83.]
No other copy appears to be recorded.

Foll. 87. 17.7 × 13 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Dated 864 (1460) and 866 (1462).
3206


Foll. 304. 18 1/2 × 12 1/2 cm. Clear scholar’s ta’liq.

Undated, 10/16th century.

Brockelmann i. 442, Suppl. i. 793.

3207

**AL-DĪBĀ’Ī AL-MUDHAAHAB FĪ AḤKĀM AL-MADH-HAB.**

[An anonymous treatise on points of Shāfi‘i jurisprudence, begun in 822/1419.]

Foll. 270. 21 1/2 × 15 1/8 cm. Excellent scholar’s naskh.

Undated, 9/15th century.

No other copy appears to be recorded.

3208


[A list of the books studied by the author, with the names of his teachers and their chains of authorities.]

---

**DESCRIPTIOMS OF MANUSCRIPTS**

Foll. 43. 15 1/2 × 10 1/2 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.


Dated 14 Dhu ‘l-Ḥijja 927 (15 November 1521).

No other copy appears to be recorded.


3209 (i, ii)


[The first and third volumes of a commentary on al-‘Āmi b al-Saghīr, an epitome, by Jalāl al-Dīn AL-SUYUṬĪ (d. 911/1505), of his own al-‘Āmi b al-masānīd (or al-‘Āmi b al-ka‘īr), a dictionary of Traditions.]

Foll. 340, 359. 27 1/2 (26 1/4) × 18 3/4 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.

Undated, 10/16th century.

Brockelmann ii. 147, Suppl. ii. 183-4.

3210


[An manual of marital conduct and sexual hygiene.]

Foll. 49. 19 2/3 × 13 6/7 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.

AUTOGRAFF.

Dated 18 Dhu ‘l-Ḥijja 982 (31 March 1575).

No other copy appears to be recorded.
3211

**AL-*IQD AL-TALĪD FI KHIṬIŠĀR AL-DURR AL-NĀDĪD***, by ʿAbd al-Bāṣīṭ b. Mūsā b. Muḥammad AL-ʿALMAWI al-Shaḥīṭī (d. 981/1573).


Foll. 58. 21.1 × 15.7 cm. Rather cursive scholar’s naskh.

**AUTOGRAPH.**

Undated, 10/16th century.

Brockelmann, Suppl. ii. 488.

3212


[A history of Yemen from the year 900/1494.]

Foll. 232. 21.1 × 15.4 cm. Clear naskh.

Undated, late 10/16th century.

Brockelmann ii. 382, Suppl. ii. 515.

3213


[An epitome of the Usd al-ghāba fi maʿrifat al-Ṣaḥāba, a biographical dictionary of the Prophet’s Companions by ʿIzz al-Dīn

3214

(1) **AL-MAQĀLĀT AL-ITHNĀ-ʿASHARĪYA FĪ WAJL-

[A Shiʿite treatise on ritual prayer; foll. 1–35.]

Dated 2 Jumādā II 1025 (17 June 1616).

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(2) **AL-MAQĀLĀT AL-ITHNĀ-ʿASHARĪYA AL-SAUMĪ-
YĀ**, by AL-ʿĀMĪLĪ.

[A Shiʿite treatise on the ritual fast; foll. 38–59.]

Dated 4 Shaʿbān 1030 (24 June 1621).

Brockelmann, Suppl. ii. 597.

Foll. 60. 23.5 × 12 cm. Excellent taʿlīq.

Copyist, Sultān Maḥmūd b. Sultān Muḥammad.

Dated 1025–30 (1616–20).

3215

(1) **ARBAʿUN ḤADĪTHA**, by AL-ʿĀMĪLĪ (d. 1030/1620).

[A selection of 40 Traditions, with commentary; foll. 1–175.]

Dated 24 Ramaḍān 1030 (12 August 1621).

Brockelmann ii. 414, Suppl. ii. 595.
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(2) ARBA‘UN ḤADĪTHĪ

[An anonymous selection of 40 Traditions; foll. 176–91.]

Any other copy?


[A selection of 40 confirmed and 40 unconfirmed Traditions; foll. 192–213.]

Dated 11 Ẓādi 1029 (17 January 1620).

Brockelmann, Suppl. ii. 576.

Foll. 214. 23.5×11.5 cm. Excellent ṭaʿlīq.

Copyist, Sultān Maḥmūd b. Sultān Muḥammad.

Dated 1029–30 (1620–1).

3216


[The third (and concluding) volume of an elaborate treatise on Muslim ethics.]

Foll. 281. 20.3×15.1 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.

Autograph.

Dated 16 Jumādā I 1035 (13 February 1626).

Brockelmann, Suppl. ii. 402.

3217

DHAKHIRAT AL-MAʿĀD FI SHARH AL-IRSHĀD, by Muḥammad Bāqir b. Muḥammad Muʿāmin AL-SABZAWĀRĪ (d. 1090/1679).

3218

AL-SHĀFIĪ FI ’L-IMĀMA, by AL-SHĀFIĪ AL-MURTADĀ (d. 436/1044).

[A ʿĀmilī defence of the doctrine of the Imamate.]

Foll. 324. 25.5×15.5 cm. Excellent naskh.

Dated 13 Rabiʿ I 1285 (5 July 1868).

For an epitome see Brockelmann, Suppl. i. 706.

No other copy appears to be recorded.

3219


[A biographical dictionary of eminent contemporaries, edited by Ṭāhā Allāh b. Muḥibb Allāh al-Muḥibbī (d. 1082/1671); foll. 1–184.]

Transcribed from the editor’s autograph; dated 21 ʿAḏhār 1105 (18 March 1694).

Brockelmann ii. 290. Suppl. ii. 401.

(2) MAʿĀDĪN AL-DHĀḤAB FI ’L-AʿYĀN AL-MUSHARRAFA BIHIM ḤALAB, by Abu ʿl-Wafāʾ b. ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-Wahhāb AL-URQĪ al-Ṭāhāī (d. 1071/1660).
[A fragment of a biographical dictionary of famous men of Aleppo; foll. 186–254.]
Dated 11 Ramaḍān 1104 (16 May 1693).
Brockelmann ii. 292, Suppl. ii. 402.
Foll. 255. 20$\frac{4}{5}$ x 15$\frac{3}{4}$ cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Dated 1104–5 (1693–4).

3220
[A tract on horses and horsemanship; foll. 1–12.]
Brockelmann ii. 130, Suppl. ii. 161.
(2) Al-Furūsīyā wa ‘l-baitara, by Ibn Akhī Ḥīzām (f. 251/865).
[A treatise on the same subject, see No. 3073; foll. 13–104.]
Foll. 109. 21$\frac{2}{3}$ x 15$\frac{3}{4}$ cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Undated, 12/18th century.

3221
[A history of Yemen to the year 923/1517; foll. 1–48.]
Dated 6 Jumādā I 1073 (17 December 1662).
Brockelmann ii. 401, Suppl. ii. 549.

3222
[A treatise arguing that the Prophet’s parents were saved and are exalted in Paradise.]
Foll. 38. 22$\frac{2}{3}$ x 16.8 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Autograph.
Undated, 12/18th century.
No other copy appears to be recorded.

3223
[The interpretation of a magical tablet stated to have been revealed to ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib, also called Miftāḥ al-jafr al-jāmi’, with
the supplement by 'Abd al-Raḥmān b. Muḥammad al-Bīsṭāmī (d. 858/1454); foll. 1-94.)

Brockelmann i. 464, ii. 232; Suppl. i. 839, ii. 324.


[Caballistic predictions about the future of Egypt; foll. 95-8.]

Brockelmann i. 447, Suppl. i. 799.

(3) AL-SILK AL-NĀDIR FI 'ILM AL-AWĀIL WA'L-AWĀKHĪR.

[A prophetic poem stated alternatively to have been composed by 'Ali b. Abī Ṭālib, Ja'far al-Ṣādiq, the caliph al-Mu'tazz, or Yathrib; foll. 99-114.]

Any other copy?

(4) KHUṬAB AL-IMĀM 'ALĪ AL-ṬHALĀTH.

[Three prophetic sermons attributed to 'ALĪ B. ABĪ ṬĀLĪB; foll. 115-40.]

Brockelmann i. 45, Suppl. i. 74.

Foll. 140. 27.8 × 19.4 cm. Clear naskh; diagrams and 25 miniatures.

Dated Dhu 'l-Qa'da 1003 (August 1595).

3224

(i)


[The first volume of a biographical dictionary of saints and Sūfis.]

Foll. 251. 21.3 × 14.5 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.

Copyist, al-Ḥājj Ṣāliḥ b. Ḥumaidān al-Aḥlabī.

Undated, 12/18th century.

Brockelmann ii. 306, Suppl. ii. 417.

(ii)

AL-KAWĀKIB AL-DURRĪYAH FI TARAṆĪM AL-SĀDAT AL-ṢŪFIYAH, by AL-MUNĀWĪ.

[The second volume of the foregoing work.]

Foll. 294. 21.3 × 14.1 cm. Clear naskh.

Copyist, Barakāt b. al-Shāikh Ahmad al-Martānī.

Dated 10 Ramaḍān 1239 (9 May 1824)
3227

HĀDI'L-QULŪBAL-ṬAHĪRA ILĀ'L-DĀR AL-ĀKHIRA, by Shams al-Dīn Abū 'Abd Allāh Muhammad b. 'Uthmān b. Aiyūb
AL-LU'LU'TĪ al-Dimashqi al-Shāfi‘ī al-Kutubī (d. 867/1463).
[The fifth volume of an elaborate work on ethics and Ṣūfism.]
Foll. 158. 27.7 × 18 cm.

AUTOPHRAGM.
Undated, 9/15th century.
No other copy appears to be recorded.

3228

AL-NĀZAR IR WA'L-ASHBĀH, by Ṣadr al-Dīn Abū 'Abd Allāh
Muhammad b. 'Abd Allāh b. 'Umar b. AL-WAKĪL al-‘Uthmānī
al-Shāfi‘ī (d. 716/1316).
[Problems of Islamic jurisprudence resolved according to the
Shāfi‘ī school.]
Foll. 184. 25.5 × 17.7 cm. Clear scholar’s nakhsh.
Copyist, Muḥammad b. Shukr al-Shāfi‘ī (d. 753/1352).
Dated 749 (1348).
No other copy appears to be recorded.

3229

AL-QAMŪS AL-MUḤIT WA'L-QARAS AL-WASİT, by
Majd al-Dīn Abū l-Tāhir Muhammad b. Ya‘qūb b. Muhammad
al-Shirāzi AL-FIRUZĀBĀDĪ (d. 817/1415).
[A celebrated Arabic dictionary.]
Foll. 317. 26.2 × 17.5 cm. Excellent ta‘liq.
Copyist, Sharaf al-Dīn al-Rauhī.
Dated 27 Jamā‘ī 1840 (7 December 1436).
Brockelmann ii. 183, Suppl. ii. 234.
* Foll. 316b contains a note of collation with the author’s copy,
signed Abū 1-Ḥasan Ibrahim b. ‘Umar al-Biqa‘ī al-Shāfi‘ī (d. 885/
1480) and dated 17 Ramaḍān 851 (26 November 1447).

3230

AL-UMM, by Muḥammad b. Idrīs AL-ṢHĀFI‘Ī (d. 204/820).
[The third volume of the collected legal tracts of the founder of
the Shāfi‘ī school.]
Foll. 249. 27 × 19.8 cm. Excellent scholar’s nakhsh.
Dated 3 Ramaḍān 735 (27 April 1335).
Brockelmann i. 180, Suppl. i. 304.

3231

(1) AL-RISĀLA AL-FALAKIYAT AL-KU’BĀ.
[A magical tract attributed to ‘Hermes al-Dandari’; foll. 4–11.]
Dated Jumā‘ā I 907 (December 1501).
Any other copy?

(2) AL-ΙΗΡΛQ, attr. to JĀBIR b. Ḥaiyān al-Ṭūsī (d. 160/776).
[An alchemical tract; foll. 15–19.]
Dated Jumā‘ā I 907 (December 1501).
Any other copy?

(3) RISĀLA FI BAYĀN TAFRIQ AL-ADĪYĀN.
[A magical tract attributed to the Jewish philosopher Risīmūs; foll. 20–8.]
Copyist, Ahmad b. ‘Alī; dated Jumā‘ā II 907 (January 1502).
Any other copy?

(4) RISĀLAT AL-SIRR.
[A magical tract in the form of a correspondence between ‘Mattū-
thāsiyya daughter of Ashnūs’ and ‘Hermes Būdāshīrī Qustānis
son of Arribas’; foll. 29–36.]
Dated 907 (1501–2).
Any other copy?
(5) **AL-MUKTASAB Fī ZIRĀ'AT AL-DHAHAB**, by Abu l-Qāsim Muḥammad b. Aḥmad al-ʿIrāqī AL-SĪMĀWĪ (7th/12th century).
   [A treatise on alchemy; foll. 37-109.]
   Brockelmann i. 497, Suppl. i. 909.
   Foll. 110-36 contain various extracts from alchemical writings.

(6) **RISĀLĀ SĀLĪDĀS AL-MALIK**.
   [A letter on alchemy, written by ʿAμmīyyūs the philosopher' to 'King Sālīda'; foll. 137-43a.]
   Any other copy?
   Foll. 143b-155 contain various extracts.

(7) **INTIKHĀB QALĀʾID AL-NUḤŪR Fī ṢADR DĪWĀN AL-SHUDHŪR**.
   [An anonymous epitome of the Qalāʾid al-nuḥūr fī sharḥ ṣadr ʿayat al-Shudhūr (or Ghāyat al-surūr, or Mafālī al-budūr fī qalāʾid al-nuḥūr), a commentary, by ʿAllī b. Aidāmūr AL-JILDAKĪ (d. 743/1342), on the Dīwān Shudhūr al-dhahab, an alchemical treatise by Burhān (Shams) al-Dīn Abu l-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Mūsā B. ARFĀʾA RAʿSAHU al-Anṣārī al-Jayyānī (d. 593/1197); foll. 157-69.]
   Copyist, Ahmad b. ʿAli; dated Jumādā I 907 (December 1501).
   See Brockelmann i. 496, Suppl. i. 908.

(8) **RISĀLĀ BAYŪN AL-BRAHMANĪ**.
   [An alchemical tract ascribed to 'Bayūn the Brahman'; foll. 170-8.]
   Any other copy?

---

**DESCRIPTIONS OF MANUSCRIPTS**

   [A treatise on the higher magic, transcribed from the author's copy dated 505/1111; foll. 179-204.]
   Copyist, Aḥmad b. ʿAlī; dated 907 (1501-2).
   Brockelmann i. 248.
   Foll. 204. 21.4x15.6 cm. Two excellent nask hands.
   Dated 907 (1501-2).

---

**3232**

**AL-TAḤQĪQ Fī MASĀʿĪL AL-TAʿLĪQ**, by Taqī al-Dīn ʿAlī b. ʿAbd al-Ḵāfṭ AL-SUBKĪ (d. 756/1355).
   [A polemical treatise on the law of divorce.]
   Foll. 282. 26.8x19.1 cm. Excellent naskh.
   Dated 3 Dhu l-Ḥijja 744 (18 April 1344).
   Brockelmann, Suppl. ii. 103.

---

**3233 (i, ii)**

   [The third and fourth volumes of an extensive commentary on al-Wayīz, the epitome of Shāfiʿī jurisprudence by Abū Ḥāmid AL-GHAZĀLĪ (d. 505/1111).]
   Foll. 354, 351. 26.2x18.5 cm. Excellent scholar's naskh.
   Dated ʿArfār-Ḏu l-Qaʿda 669 (September 1270-June 1271).
   Brockelmann i. 424, Suppl. i. 753.

[A treatise on arithmetic for students of the law of inheritance; foll. 1-7.]

Brockelmann ii. 125, Suppl. ii. 154.

(2) **TARTĪB AL-MĀJĪMū',** by Badr al-Dīn Abū 'Abd Allāh Muḥammad b. Muḥammad b. Ahmad SĪBṬ AL-MĀRĪDĪNĪ al-Fākhlānī al-Shāfī'ī (d. 934/1527).

[A commentary on al-Majmū', fi 'l-farā'īd, a short Shāfī'ī treatise on inheritance by Shams al-Dīn Muḥammad b. Shāraf b. 'Alawī al-Kallātī al-Fāraḍī al-Zubairī (d. 777/1375); foll. 8-34.]

Dated 13 Rajab 879 (23 November 1474); collated with the author's copy.

Brockelmann ii. 161, Suppl. ii. 201.

(3) **AL-URYQZHAT AL-YĀSIMINY'AH**, by Abū Muḥammad Abū Allāh b. al-Ḥajjāj B. AL-YĀSIMINĪ al-Adrīnī (d. 600/1203).

[A metrical algebra; foll. 35a.]

Brockelmann i. 471, Suppl. i. 858.

Sībṭ al-Māridīnī has appended an autograph testimonial, dated 2 Jumādā I 881 (23 August 1476), in favour of the copyist.

(4) **SHARH AL-MUQADDAMAT AL-RAḤBIYAH**, by SĪBṬ AL-MĀRĪDĪNĪ.

[A commentary on the Baghdat (Ghunyat) al-Rāhīt 'an jumal al-mawārizīth, a versified treatise on the Shāfī'ī law of inheritance by Muwaffaq al-Dīn Abū 'Abd Allāh Muḥammad b. 'Alī b. Muḥammad b. Al-Muṭāqūnī al-Rāhī (d. 579/1183); foll. 35b-48.]

Dated 13 Sha'ban 879 (23 December 1474); collated with the author's copy.

Brockelmann i. 391, Suppl. i. 675.

---

(5) **MUKHTĀSAR AL-MĀJĪMū',** by SĪBṬ AL-MĀRĪDĪNĪ.

[A summary of AL-KALLĀTĪ's al-Majmū' fi 'l-farā'īd; foll. 49-59.]

Dated 28 Dhu 'l-Ḥijja 879 (5 May 1475).

Sībṭ al-Māridīnī has appended his authorization to the copyist.

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(6) **SHARH AL-FUṢUL AL-MUḤIMMA FĪ MAWĀRĪTH AL-UMMA,** by SĪBṬ AL-MĀRĪDĪNĪ.

[A commentary on the Targhīb al-rā'īd fi 'ilm al-farā'īd, a treatise on the Shāfī'ī law of inheritance by IBN AL-HĀ'ĪM; foll. 61-137a.]

Dated 18 Rabi' II 880 (21 August 1475).

Sībṭ al-Māridīnī has appended his authorization and a reading-certificate.

Brockelmann ii. 125, Suppl. ii. 155.

(7) **TUḤFAT AL-‘AḤBĀB FĪ 'ILM AL-HISĀB,** by SĪBṬ AL-MĀRĪDĪNĪ.

[A treatise on arithmetic for students of the law of inheritance; foll. 137b-146.]

Sībṭ al-Māridīnī has appended two authorizations.

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(8) **KASĪF AL-GHAWA'MID FĪ 'ILM AL-FARĀ'ĪD,** by SĪBṬ AL-MĀRĪDĪNĪ.

[An arithmetic related to the law of inheritance; foll. 147-71.]

Sībṭ al-Māridīnī has appended his authorization.

No other copy appears to be recorded.

(9) **SHARH AL-URYQZHAT AL-YĀSIMINY'AH,** by SĪBṬ AL-MĀRĪDĪNĪ.

[A commentary on IBN AL-YĀSIMINĪ's al-Urjūzat al-Yāsiminīyā; foll. 172-80.]

Brockelmann i. 471, Suppl. i. 858.

Foll. 181-4 contain fragments of similar works.
DESCRIPTONS OF MANUSCRIPTS

Foll. 184. 27 x 20 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Dated 878-80 (1473-5).

3235
[A commentary on al-Muqni', a manual of Ḥanbali jurisprudence by Muwaffaq al-Dîn IBN QUDĀMA (d. 620/1223).]
Foll. 221. 21.1 x 15.8 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Copyist, Muḥammad b. 'Isâ b. 'Abd Allâh b. Sulaimân al-Bâ‘il al-Ḥanbâlî.
Undated, 8/14th century.
Broekelmann i. 398, Suppl. i. 688.

3236
[The second part of a treatise on the merits of performing certain acts and religious duties at certain times.]
Foll. 171. 27.2 x 18.2 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Dated, at Mecca, 25 Muḥarram 856 (17 February 1452).
No other copy appears to be recorded.
* This copy was transcribed from the author's autograph.

3237
[An extensive commentary on al-Asfîya, a celebrated versified Arabic grammar by IBN Mâlik (d. 672/1273).]
Foll. 197. 26 x 18.4-19 cm. Clear maghribî.
Dated Jumâdâ I 1014 (October 1605).
Broekelmann i. 299, Suppl. i. 524.
* This copy is heavily annotated.

3238
[The first volume of a selection of Shâfi‘î legal decisions based on three of the fundamental text-books, viz. al-Tanbih fi 'l-fiqh of AL-SHRÂZI (d. 476/1083), Minhâj al-talîbîn of AL-NAWAWI (d. 676/1278) and al-Ḥâshî al-jâghîr of AL-QAZWÎNI (d. 665/1266).]
Foll. 359. 27.8 x 18.4 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Dated 8 Rajab 840 (10 January 1437).
Broekelmann ii. 67, Suppl. ii. 71.

3239
3240

**HIDĀYAT AL-SĀRĪ LI-FATH AL-BĀRĪ**, by IBN ḤAJAR (d. 852/1449).

[The introductory volume to the *Fath al-Bārī*: see No. 3094.]

Foll. 222. 26·3 x 17·9 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Dated 9 Dhu ‘l-Ḥijja 880 (4 April 1476).

3241 (i, ii)

**AL-SIRĀJ FI NUKAT AL-MINHĀJ**, by IBN AL-NAQĪB (d. 769/1367).

[A commentary on the *Minhāj al-tālibīn*, the well-known Shāfi‘ī law manual by Muḥyi al-Dīn AL-NAWAWI (d. 676/1278).]

Foll. 221, 192. 27·4 x 19 cm. Clear scholar’s naskh.
Dated 10 Rajab 863 (13 May 1459).
Brockelmann i. 395, Suppl. i. 680.

3242

(1) **AL-BURD AL-MUWASHSHĀ FĪ ṢINĀ‘AT AL-INSHĀ’,** by Tāj al-Dīn Abū Muḥammad Mūsā b. al-Ḥasan AL-MAUṢĪLĪ al-Kātib (fl. 8/14th century).

[A manual of elegant composition, with illustrative examples; foll. 1–760.]

Dated 16 Shuwwāl 748 (19 January 1348).
Brockelmann, Suppl. i. 490.

(2) **‘UMDAT AL-KUTTĀB**, by Abu ‘l-Qāsim Yūsuf b. ‘Abd Allāh AL-ZUJĀJĪ (d. 415/1024).

[A treatise on synonyms; foll. 71–140.]

Dated 23 Dhu ‘l-Qa‘da 748 (24 February 1348).
No other copy appears to be recorded.


[A treatise on elegant composition; foll. 141–611.]
Brockelmann, Suppl. i. 521.

On foll. 1412, Badr al-Dīn al-Ḥasan b. Muḥammad b. Muḥammad al-Būrīnī al-Dimashqī al-Ṣaffūrī (d. 1024/1615) has inscribed two original poems.

Foll. 162. 23·9 x 17·1 cm. Excellent naskh.
Dated, at Zabīd, 748 (1348).

3243


[The eighth (and concluding) volume of an extensive commentary on the Qur‘ān.]
DESCRIPTIONS OF MANUSCRIPTS

Foll. 226. 25·5 x 17·5 cm. Scholar's rather cursive naskh.
Dated 9 Rabī' II 752 (5 June 1351).
Brockelmann i. 356, Suppl. i. 616.

3244

MAṢĀBĪH AL-SUNNA, by AL-BAGHAWI (d. 516/1122).
[The first volume of the well-known collection of Traditions; see No. 3117.]
Foll. 179. 28·4 x 20·4 cm. Fine naskh.
Undated, 8/14th century.

3245

BUSTĀN AL-ʿARIFĪN, by AL-SAMARQANDĪ (d. between 373/983 and 393/1003).
[A well-known ethical and religious compendium.]
Foll. 89. 20·1 x 13·4 cm. Scholar's unpointed naskh.
Copyist, 'Alī b. Muḥammad al-Akhsikātī.
Dated 18 Rajab 639 (22 January 1242).
Brockelmann i. 196, Suppl. i. 348.

3246

[A comprehensive manual of Shāfiʿī jurisprudence.]
Foll. 387. 25·5 x 17·8 cm. Clear naskh.
Undated, 10/16th century.
Brockelmann ii. 404.

3247

AL-KĀSHIF Fī MARĪFAT ASMĀʾ AL-ḤILĀL, by AL-DHĀHABĪ (d. 748/1348).
[A biographical dictionary of Traditionists, being an epitome of the Tahdīth al-Kamāl of Jamāl al-Dīn AL-MIZZĪ (d. 742/1341).]
Foll. 244. 26·8 x 18·5 cm. Clear scholar's naskh.
Copyist, ʿAbd Ḥamīd b. Muḥammad b. ʿAbd Allāh b. ʿAbd al-Malīk.
Dated 20 Shaʿbān 800 (8 May 1398).
Brockelmann ii. 47, Suppl. ii. 606.

3248

AZHĀR AL-ʿAFKĀR FĪ ṬAWĀHZIR AL-ḤIŻBAR, by Shīhāb al-Dīn Abū ʿl-ʿAbbās Ahmad b. Ṭūsīf AL-TĪFĀSHĪ (d. 651/ 1253).
[A treatise on the properties of precious stones.]
Foll. 75. 25·2 x 19 cm. Excellent naskh.
Copyist, Ibrāhīm b. Qāsim b. ʿAbd al-Ḥajaḍī.
Dated 5 Rajab 925 (24 July 1517).
Brockelmann i. 495, Suppl. i. 904.

3249

[The second volume of a commentary on the 'Umdat al-aḥkām, a collection of Traditions by AL-JAMĀʾĪLĪ (d. 600/1203).]
Foll. 223. 25·2 x 17 cm. Excellent naskh.
Copyist, Ibrāhīm b. Muḥammad b. ʿAlī Ḥamīd al-Kāmilīya.
Dated 6 Shaʿbān 790 (10 August 1388).
Brockelmann i. 357, Suppl. i. 605.

* This copy was transcribed from the author's autograph.
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